Lenovo designed a special riser for the SE360 V2 to support the Airgain AT6 module

1. Visit the ThinkEdge SE360 V2 Product Page.
2. Browse the product catalog and select the SE360 V2 model with the riser supporting the Airgain module

Ordering Airgain Asset Trackers is easy.

1. Visit the Airgain website.
2. Browse the product catalog and select the "GPS-based Asset Tracker."
3. One of our Account Leads will quickly contact you to answer any questions and support you throughout the Account Lifecycle.

Provisioning Process

Once your order is confirmed, our team will provision your GPS-based Asset Trackers according to your unique use case.
We will ship them to you with instructions how to do the simple install into your Think Edge Servers.
We provide the full SAS solution and will provide Sign-on Credentials; a User Manual, and a Dashboard Tutorial (if needed).
Start tracking your assets effortlessly with Airgain!